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Figure 1: Voxelization of the Knossos model (109170 triangles) into a 1283 grid. The volumes in the order that they appear are
the occupancy volume, the albedo volume, the normals volume and the lighting volume and the 2nd order spherical harmonics
volume of the direct illumination (R component).

Abstract
An increasing number of rendering and geometry processing algorithms relies on volume data to calculate anything from effects like smoke/fluid simulations, visibility information or global illumination effects. We present two
real-time and simple-to-implement novel surface voxelization algorithms and a volume data caching structure, the
Volume Buffer, which encapsulates functionality, storage and access similar to a frame buffer object, but for threedimensional scalar data. The Volume Buffer can rasterize primitives in 3d space and accumulate up to 1024 bits
of arbitrary data per voxel, as required by the specific application. The strength of our methods is the simplicity
of the implementation resulting in fast computation times and very easy integration with existing frameworks and
rendering engines.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS):
Generation—Bitmap and frame-buffer operations
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Introduction

Volume representation of polygonal models is an important
basic operation for many applications in computer graphc The Eurographics Association 2011.
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ics and related areas. Polygonal models, for example, have
often been substituted by volume representations to remove
unnecessary complexity for certain calculations, to provide a
uniform sampling of the underlying data, to structure multi-
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resolution information in an easily and rapidly accessible
manner or to enhance the models with additional data. Voxelization methods have been used in domains as diverse as
global illumination computation [THGM11], [KD10], fluids simulation [CLT07] and ambient occlusion computation
[PMP10] [PNW10], [McG10] [SKUT∗ 10] collision detection [LK02], procedural terrain generation [Gei07] and rigid
body simulation [Har07].
Surface voxelization describes the process of turning a
scene representation consisting of discrete geometric entities
(e.g. triangles) into a three-dimensional regular spaced grid
that captures the surface of the scene. Each cell of the grid
encodes specific information about the scene. In the case of
binary voxelization, a cell represented by single bits in a bitmask stores whether geometry is present in it or not. In a
multi-valued voxelization, occupancy is extended to represent the (scalar) coverage of a voxel by the geometry and
can also store additional spatial information.
An increasing number of real-time rendering and geometry processing algorithms relies on volume data to calculate
anything from smoke/fluid simulations, visibility queries or
global illumination approximations. We present a novel voxelization algorithm and volume data-caching structure, the
Volume Buffer, which encapsulates functionality, storage
and access similar to a frame buffer object, but for threedimensional data. The Volume Buffer can rasterize primitives in 3d space and accumulate up to 1024 bits of arbitrary
data per voxel, as required by the specific application, by using up to 8 floating point render targets, as necessary (where
8 is currently the maximum available number of MRTs). The
strength of our method is the simplicity of the implementation (about 15 lines of geometry shader code and 1 line of
pixel shader code - see Section 3.2) resulting in fast computation times and a very easy integration with existing engines
and rendering frameworks.
Our multi-channel voxelization algorithm runs entirely on
the GPU and can generate volume data from arbitrary complex and dynamic models in real time. The proposed volume
sampling technique is not limited to providing an occupancy
volume representation of the scene, but also a complete attribute set for complex calculations (i.e. in global illumination calculations an albedo buffer, a normal buffer, a direct
lighting buffer can be generated). This way heavy computations are disassociated from the surface representation data,
thus making the method suitable for both primitive-order and
screen-order rendering, such as deferred rendering. We do
not require watertight models nor is our method dependent
on the depth complexity of the scene.
As real-time applications that utilize voxelization techniques increase lately, they can directly benefit from the
use of our methods that offer fast discretization of complex
polygonal representations.

2

Previous Work

Many voxelization algorithms with various properties have
been devised. Among the most relevant real-time approaches
are variations of the XOR slicing method that was first presented by Chen et al. [CF98] and Fang et al. [FC00]. The
algorithm rendered the geometry once for each slice of the
volume grid, each time restricting the view volume to this
slice. It required watertight models and suffered from multiple passes over the geometric data, once for each texture
slice per sweep axis in order to correctly assign the geometry into voxels.
At the same period, a depth-buffer-based voxelization
method appeared by Karabassi et al. [KPT99], which performed a fast volume rasterization of arbitrary geometry but
could not voxelize correctly the cavities of objects. Passalis
et al. [PTTK07] proposed a depth-peeling multi-directional
generalization of the above technique, lifting its concavity
restrictions. Unfortunately, their algorithm requires a number of depth layers equal to the scene depth complexity in
each sweeping direction, rendering it practical mostly for
single object voxelization.
Dong et al. [DCB∗ 04] encode binary voxels in separate
bits of multiple multi-channel render targets, allowing to
treat many slices in a single rendering pass. A fragment’s
depth is used to derive the voxel and its bit is set via additive alpha blending. They also consider all three volume
axes as sweep directions. During a pre-processing step, the
triangles are sorted according to their orientation in order
to define in which buffers they are to be rendered. A triangle is rendered only if its normal’s dominant direction is
parallel to the current axial sweep. Unfortunately, the performance is influenced by the dynamic update of the sorted
triangles required by deformable objects or dynamic scenes.
Eisemann et al. [ED06] presented an extension to this approach achieving higher performance. Their method, taking
advantage of the same efficient encoding, uses the RGBAchannels of a texture as a binary mask to encode the boundary of the scene geometry. The depth of a fragment is used as
an indicator as to which bit in the mask has to be set by using
the more robust bitwise or-blending. The resulting representation though, frequently exhibits holes as only one viewing
direction is considered in the original implementation.
Forest et al. [FBP09] suggest a hierarchical volumetric representation by offering an extension to Dong et al.
[DCB∗ 04] method. Furthermore, Zhang et al. [ZCEP07]
proposed to use a conservative rasterization approach to capture more details of the scene geometry. Another method
based on slicing was presented by Crane et al. [CLT07].
They used the geometry shader to intersect all triangles of
the scene with each plane of the three dimensional grid to
successively fill each layer.
Schwarz et al. [SS10] directly build a hierarchical volume representation using a GPGPU triangle processing algoc The Eurographics Association 2011.
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Figure 2: Axial voxelization pass (left) and composition
of the three sub-volume passes into one voxelized volume
(right).
rithm. It can achieve sparse, high resolution voxelization but
it is complex, requires GPGPU architectures and GPU context switching. Thiedemann et al. [THGM11] introduced an
interactive volume-based global illumination method, where
the spatial occupancy and color data are generated by injecting a geometry texture atlas containing point samples of the
polygonal geometry. Their method requires model preprocessing and extra storage for the texture atlas and is sensitive
to the point sampling rate and surface deformations.
Contrary to our methods, these approaches do not allow
for the storage of multi-channel scalar data at the location of
each voxel.

3

Overview of Voxelization procedure

The goal of our voxelization method is to reduce the rasterization and unnecessary clipping operations over the entire
volume grid, while sending the geometry from host to device only once per slicing direction. To this end, we regard a
slice-order voxel fragment generation along a principal axis.
A volume covering the extents of the scene is created
and updated at every frame or whenever the environment
changes. In order to sample the triangles coherently, we take
three perpendicular volume sweep planes and each triangle is selectively rasterized only to the plane of maximum
projection (i.e. to the direction where its normal is mostly
aligned with). Therefore the primitives are rasterized only
once. This ensures that the triangles’ surface is densely sampled.
The main operation in both proposed voxelization methods is the clipping or “slicing” of the incoming triangles
against the boundaries of each volume slice. The difference
between the two methods is where the triangle clipping operation takes place. In the first method (see Section 3.1) each
triangle is clipped against the current volume slice, in a geometry shader, allowing only the valid parts of the triangle
to go through for rasterization. In the second method (see
Section 3.2) each triangle is rasterized in each volume slice
it intersects and the fragments are further clipped in the pixel
shader.
c The Eurographics Association 2011.

Figure 3: Geometry shader triangle slicing. The incoming
triangles are sliced into stripes and each stripe is rasterized
into the associated layer. (See Algorithm 1)
The final volume is generated from the fusion of the three
intermediate passes into a single multi-buffer (see Figure 2)
by using the MAX blending operation. We substituted the
OR operation commonly used in binary voxelization, as in
our case, we deal with scalar data. Since all fragments have
to be treated, face culling and z-test are disabled and hence
no z-buffer is attached to the frame buffer object. All volume
multi-channel attributes are computed and rendered simultaneously (e.g. occupancy, albedo, normals etc.) using multiple render targets into corresponding volume buffers (see
Figure 1).
We take advantage of the OpenGL extension for layered
rendering. It allows a geometry shader to write to the buildin special variable gl_Layer thus enabling the rendering of
primitives to arbitrary volume texture layers computed at run
time and eliminating the multiple passes over the incoming
data or the restriction to record only a binary volume representation in one pass.
3.1

Geometry Shader Triangle Slicing

To assign the geometry (or parts thereof) to the appropriate
buffer layer (see Figure 3) we intersect each triangle with the
Eye Space Coordinates (ECS) of the volume slices of each
axial sweep. If the triangle is aligned with the major axis of
the specific pass, its vertices are sorted in ascending order.
If the triangle is contained within one slice (Figure 4, Case
A) the triangle is exported as is and the exit condition is met.
Otherwise, we clip the triangle’s edges against the planes
perpendicular to the major axis (slice boundaries), producing a surface strip for each slice that the polygon intersects.
At each step, we decide on the configuration of the triangle
(see Figure 4) and whether a triangle split needs to occur or
not. At each split, a quad-shaped triangle strip is being generated and rasterized to the appropriate volume layer (see
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Algorithm 1: Geometry Shader used for triangle slicing
(Z-Pass). (ECS: Eye Coordinate Space)
Input: v1, v2, v3 - the 4 vertices
Data: z slice thickness (in volume sweep ECS)
Result: 4 sliced into stripes and rasterized into the
appropriate volume layer. New  is emitted with
generated vertices v1L, v1R, v2L and v2R per
slice.
if 4 not aligned with Z-axis then return
sort vertices according to Z-axis.
if winding of 4 is altered then
change order of emitted attributes
layer ← minimum slice index for the first vertex
slice ← current slice depth in ECS

Figure 4: The six possible triangle strip configurations with
respect to the volume grid. (See Algorithm 1)

if v3 depth is ≥ slice then
Emit 4 v1, v2, v3 → layer
return

CASE A

if v2 depth is ≥ slice then v1L ← v1R ← v1
else v1L ← v2 ; v1R ← v1

Algorithm 1). The pixel shader is virtually empty, computing just the multi-channel data that an application requires.

v2L, v2R ← Intersect Edges (slice)
Emit  v1R, v1L, v2L, v2R → layer

We have expanded the simple for-loop construct, which
could have been used in order to slice the model triangles, in
order to achieve higher performance in the geometry shader.

repeat
slice += z thickness ; layer ++
v1L ← v2L ; v1R ← v2R

3.2

Pixel Shader Fragment Clipping

The second algorithm is very simple as the geometry shader
does not do any triangle clipping. Rather the method relies
on fragment rejection in the pixel shader.
For each directional voxelization, each triangle in the
scene passes from a geometry shader (see Algorithm 2)
where, if it is aligned to the current sweeping direction, it
is rasterized into all the volume slices that it intersects. The
slice boundaries are computed in Normalized Device Coordinates (NDC) and passed to the pixel shader where fragments are discarded if their depth is outside these boundaries. The process is demonstrated in Figure 5.

4

Implementation

In order to create the data storage structure, we generate on
the GPU a uniform spatial partitioning structure in real-time.
For the voxelization, the user has the option to request several attributes to be computed and stored into floating point
buffers for later use. Among them are surface attributes like
albedo and normals but also dynamic lighting information
and radiance values in the form of a compact spherical harmonics (SH) coefficients representation (either monochrome
radiance or separate radiance values per color band).
Each Volume Buffer is attached to a frame buffer object
and through the multiple render targets mechanism, we store

if v2 depth is ≥ slice then
CASE B
v2L, v2R ← Intersect Edges (slice)
else
if v3 depth is < slice then
if v2 depth was ≥ slice then
CASE C
v2L ← v2 ; v2R ← v3
else
CASE D
v2L ← v2R ← v3
else
CASE E
if v2 depth was < slice then
v2L, v2R ← Intersect Edges (slice)
else
CASE F
v2L, v2R ← Intersect Edges (v2 depth)
Emit  v1R, v1L, v2L, v2R → layer
v1L ← v2L; v1R ← v2R
v2L, v2R ← Intersect Edges (slice)
Emit  v1R, v1L, v2L, v2R → layer
until v3 depth < slice
the user-requested attributes on all buffers simultaneously.
For each voxel, the albedo is computed from the surface material information. The lighting information is determined
using direct illumination, complete with shadows and emissive illumination. The radiance of the corresponding scene
location is calculated and stored as a 2nd order spherical harmonic representation for each voxel. For each color band,
four SH coefficients are computed and encoded as RGBA
float values, since the four SH coefficients map very well to

c The Eurographics Association 2011.
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Algorithm 2: Geometry and Pixel Shaders used for triangle rasterization (Z-Pass). (ECS: Eye Coordinate Space,
NDC: Normalized device Coordinates).
Input: v1, v2, v3 - the 4 vertices
Data: z slice thickness and z volume min (in volume
sweep ECS)
Result: 4 rasterized into the appropriate volume layer.
/* Geometry Shader */
flat out zMin, zMax // directed to pixel shader
if 4 not aligned with Z-axis then return
sMin ← min triangle z  z volume min/z slice thickness
sMax ← max triangle z  z volume min/z slice thickness
for slice between sMin and sMax do
zMin ← min depth of slice in NDC
zMax ← max depth of slice in NDC
layer ← slice
Emit 4 v1, v2, v3 → layer
/* Pixel Shader */
flat in zMin, zMax
if frag depth not between (zMin, zMax) then discard
else write data to volume

Figure 5: Pixel shader clipping method. The Geometry
shader rasterizes each triangle into all the volume slices it
intersects and the Pixel shader discards the fragments based
on their depth (See Algorithm 2).
the four component buffers supported by the graphics hardware. Since many works in the literature as well as practical
implementations of shading algorithms rely on the spatial
storage of radiance fields in the form of Spherical Harmonics, the later have been included in our test implementation
in order to show the applicability of our methods. The interested reader should refer to [RH01], [SKS02] and [Gre03]
for further information.

5

Performance and Comparisons

We have integrated the multi-channel voxelization algorithm
in a real-time deferred renderer using OpenGL and GLSL.
We tested our methods for multiple models and various
voxel grid resolutions. The results, reported in the following
tables, were obtained on an Intel Core i7 860 @ 2.80GHz
with 8 GB of RAM and equipped with an nVIDIA GeForce
GTX 285 GPU with 1 GB of memory.
We compare our two methods based on the number of vertices that a geometry shader can output as the running times
can vary greatly even for small changes to the number of
requested output vertices. The number of vertices emitted
c The Eurographics Association 2011.

from the geometry shader triangle slicing method is 3 + 4n
(we detect the emittance of a triangle and do not produce a
degenerate quad) and from the pixel shader clipping method
is 3n, where n is the number of slices that a triangle spans.
We observe (see Table 1) that both methods have approximately the same running speed and produce the same number of voxels. The pixel shader clipping method achieves
slightly better results but when the number of triangles that
need to be processed increases (i.e. Dragon model) then the
two methods are equivalent.
The quality of the voxelization depends on the number of
volume slices each triangle spans. The smaller the limit of
output vertices of the geometry shader, the higher the probability that the triangle will be partially sliced, resulting in
empty voxels. However, due to the fact that triangles are selectively processed in the volume sweep plane of maximum
projection, this is seldom the case.
Figure 1 depicts the multi-channel voxelization of the
Knossos model, an open environment with no watertight surfaces (e.g. the ground).
In Figure 6 we visually compare the voxelization of the
two methods. The difference (red/green voxels) is attributed
to the rasterization process even though a conservative approach did not yield better results probably because our
tested models did not have any sub-pixel triangles.
In Figure 7 we compare the voxelization of the pixel
shader clipping method for various geometry shader output
vertices. If we request too few output vertices from the ge-
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Model

Grid
size

643
1283
2563
69451 triangles
5123
643
Knossos
1283
2563
109168 triangles
5123
643
Sponza II
1283
2563
219305 triangles
5123
643
Dragon
1283
2563
871414 triangles
5123
Bunny

Grid
actual
53 × 64 × 41
106×128× 82
213×256×165
425×512×330
52 × 23 × 64
104× 46 ×128
208× 93 ×256
416×185×512
39 × 27 × 64
79 × 54 ×128
157×107×256
315×214×512
64 × 62 × 29
128×123× 57
256×247×114
512×493×229

Memory
(MB)
1.06
8.49
68.64
547.85
0.58
4.67
37.78
300.63
0.51
4.17
32.81
263.32
0.88
6.85
55.00
441.00

Geometry slicing

Pixel clipping

vertices out

7
1.74
2.37
5.92
28.2
3.04
3.85
6.46
20.88
3.99
5.10
8.38
21.92
69.1
75.4
77.1
88.1

11
1.79
2.38
5.97
28.6
3.09
3.86
6.55
20.94
4.03
5.13
8.40
22.01
70.6
75.8
77.5
88.7

15
2.03
2.66
6.43
29.3
3.39
4.26
6.95
21.59
4.52
5.78
9.26
23.03
71.3
76.0
77.8
89.4

vertices out

19
2.51
3.19
6.98
30.1
3.98
4.92
7.71
22.58
5.38
6.74
10.66
24.86
72.0
76.3
78.3
90.3

6
1.13
1.71
4.92
26.9
1.82
2.45
4.86
18.33
2.88
3.53
5.93
18.44
70.0
75.1
76.9
88.3

9
1.15
1.72
4.98
27.3
1.84
2.46
4.91
18.43
2.91
3.57
6.02
18.64
71.2
75.4
77.3
89.1

12
1.28
1.86
5.12
27.5
2.03
2.68
5.11
18.75
3.24
3.94
6.48
19.23
74.1
75.8
77.6
89.6

#voxels
15
1.58
5.3K
2.16
22K
5.48 89.6K
27.8
–
2.45
9.7K
3.14
45K
5.60 196K
19.28 800K
4.01
20K
4.79 100K
7.51 445K
20.51 1980K
74.9
5.4K
76.2 22.5K
78.0
93K
90.4
–

Table 1: Running time (in ms) for the construction of a half-float (16bit) single channel Occupancy Volume buffer for the two
surface voxelization methods, based on the number of vertices that the geometry shader outputs. The third column gives the
actual grid sizes as tight volume grids are generated dynamically. The last column reports the number of the resulting voxels.
ometry shader (eg. 3 vertices) then holes start to appear in the
voxelization. A higher output vertex count gradually remedies this issue. In many effects, such as in the case of diffuse global illumination (e.g. virtual point light injection), a

high vertex output limit would not be necessary, since even
a sparse or incomplete volume representation can still work
satisfactorily due to the low-frequency nature of secondary
diffuse light transport. On the contrary, fluid effects (e.g. water) require a higher vertex output limit in order to produce
dense volumes as the granularity of the volume affects the
simulation as a whole.
The results were acquired using the most naive draw
method, namely display lists for caching of the OpenGL
commands. We consider arbitrary dynamic polygonal models and we assume that we are drawing a triangle soup.
Apart from the occupancy buffer, where virtually no computations are involved, the construction speed of the rest of
the buffers depends on the computations that are involved
in their creation. Table 2 lists the minimum required time to
write to 1, 2 or 3 multiple render targets without performing
any computations.

Grid
size
Figure 6: Visual comparison of the geometry shader triangle slicing method and the pixel shader clipping methods
for the bunny model at 1283 volume resolution. Result with
11 output vertices. Grey voxels are common to both method
variations. Green voxels are only present in the geometry
shader triangle slicing, while red voxels are only generated
by the pixel shader clipping. The total number of different
voxels amounts to 33 which is about 0.15% of variation.

643
1283
2563

Geometry slicing

Pixel clipping

15 vertices output

9 vertices output

MRTs used
1
2
3
2.36 2.54 2.70
3.22 4.12 5.18
10.2 17.4 25.1

MRTs used
1
2
3
1.33 1.33 1.52
2.90 2.90 3.96
15.8 15.9 24.3

Table 2: Comparison of the running time (in ms) for the
bunny model for a floating (32bit) four channel buffer and
different sizes of multiple render targets (MRT).

c The Eurographics Association 2011.
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Fang et al.
Time
#voxels
size (ms)
643 20.3
5.5K
Bunny
1283 40.8 22.2K
2563 83.5 90.3K
(69451 tris)
5123 181
–
643 49.9
9.8K
Knossos
1283 99.8 45.7K
2563 201 198.5K
(109168 tris)
5123 409 823.6K
643 77.4 20.2K
Sponza II
1283 155
102K
2563 310 452.3K
(219305 tris)
5123 629 2090K
643 3206 5.7K
Dragon
1283 7710 23.2K
2563
–
94.5K
(871414 tris)
5123
–
–
Model

Grid

Eisemann et al.
Time
#voxels
(ms)
0.171 2.1K
0.174 18.6K
0.21 145.4K
0.61 1124K
0.42
2.8K
0.44 26.9K
0.51 190.3K
0.83 151K
0.73
6.6K
1.09
60K
2.53 408.3K
7.11 3283K
35.1
1.5K
35.3 11.2K
36.5 91.9K
38.8 739.6K

Table 3: Comparison of the running time and voxels produced by different approaches.
For the sake of comparative examination (see Table 3), we
have implemented a modified version of the method by Fang
et al. [FC00], which supports multi-channel data. The big
difference in the running times is attributed to the number
of passes that Fang et al. do over the geometry data which
increases their timings especially for large models. As per
the quality of the voxelization we produce approximately the
same number of voxels.
In addition we show the timing results for our implementation of Eisemann et al. [ED06] binary occupancy-only
voxelization method but from three viewpoints instead of
one in order to reduce the number of holes produced. Still,
even though the running time is the fastest of all, the quality
of the results is not very good. We attribute this to the fact
that multiple voxelizations from different directions assumes
(in our implementation) a cube as a bounding volume of the
scene, wasting lots of empty space and reducing the number
of useful voxels. In addition the method cannot take into account partial occupancy or transparency. Our method works
with an arbitrary and thus tighter bounding box.
Table 4 shows the improvement in the running time of our
methods on different GPUs.

6

Discussion

The decision for the choice of method depends mostly on
the GPU architecture. Implementations for non-unified architectures may favor the geometry shader approach (see
Section 3.1), if the pixel shader cores are intensively used
and vice versa. For unified architectures, the expected load
in terms of triangle count is indicative of the best approach.
c The Eurographics Association 2011.

GPU

Geometry slicing

Pixel clipping

15 vertices output

9 vertices output

51.2 ms
13.5 ms
2.66 ms

30.8 ms
6.33 ms
1.72 ms

G 105M
GTS 9800M
GTX 285

Table 4: Comparison of the running time on various types
of hardware of the bunny model at 1283 resolution.

Model
Bunny

Grid
size
643
1283
2563

half-float buffer
(16bit)
2.03 ms
2.66 ms
6.43 ms

float buffer
(32bit)
2.04 ms
2.80 ms
7.25 ms

Table 5: Comparison of the running time for 16- and 32bit floating point buffers and 15 geometry shader vertices
output.
Furthermore, certain GPU implementations do not favor
the execution of complex geometry shaders with large output primitive streams. Our pixel shader approach (see Section 3.2) is very simple to implement but produces a lot of
fragments in the geometry shader. These are rejected in the
pixel shader but on architectures with small bandwidth, this
could be an issue. It is a reason to favor the first method
which produces exactly the fragments that are going to be
rasterized in the final volume slices.
For scenes with slow or gradual animations, the three directional voxelization steps could be interleaved, recalculating only one axis pass in each frame, further reducing the
volume buffer creation time by a factor of 3.
A general improvement in many volume generation techniques, applicable in our method as well is, in order to reduce the time to construct the data structure one could also
sort the scene primitives into two sets of static and dynamic
geometry. This way, two volume buffers would be created,
one for static and one for dynamic geometry. The static volume buffer could be created once and would not be updated
again. The dynamic volume buffer would get updated at each
draw frame. In practice, most parts of a three-dimensional
environment are static and therefore, the respective volume
buffer would only be updated after a triggered event of a
change in one of the light sources. This method can alleviate the constant updates of a more generic volume buffer at
the expense of extra texture space to store a separate volume
buffer for the static geometry.
For some applications using a 32-bit floating point buffer
might be too large for storing external data. In that case, a 16bit buffer could be used with negligible quality degradation
but higher performance. (as can be seen in Table 5).
On current hardware with OpenGL implementations with
version less than 4.0 the user cannot set the BlendEquation of each sub-buffer (ColorAttachment) individually. As
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Figure 7: Comparison of the voxelization using the pixel shader clipping method at 2563 volume resolution with 3, 6, 9 and 12
geometry shader vertices output. The number of voxels produced are 52382, 87690 and 89696 (complete voxelization) for 3, 6,
9 and above geometry shader output vertices, respectively.
a result we had to choose one BlendEquation for all four
sub-buffers. We chose the GL_MAX operator which would
compute the correct results for the albedo and the normals
buffers. For the lighting and SH buffers it would be ideal to
use the GL_FUNC_ADD operator that would produce additive blending results which would of course be correct when
multiple lights were present in the scene.
The geometry shader architecture requires that triangle n
is processed after triangle n−1 has completed its processing.
New geometry shader features include instancing, which
provides a performance increase when the order of primitives in the stream doesn’t matter. As OpenGL 4.0 hardware
becomes pervasive, these limitation will be overcome.
Finally for rasterization based voxelizations the use of intermediate buffers is unavoidable when using the GPU. For
voxel grids of arbitrary size (per dimension), current hardware architectures do not allow the viewport transformation to be part of the programmable pipeline. The geometry shader output must be in clip space coordinates (CSC)
against which the driver will perform polygon clipping. As a
result we need three viewport transformations that direct the
triangle fragments to the appropriate volume grid slice. In
addition, in voxel grids of equal dimension where the above
problem is mitigated, the layered rendering mechanism requires layers to be parallel to each other enforcing again
three axial passes of the voxel space.

7

Conclusion
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funded this research under grant EP-1805-33.
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